
Hampton Green Energy Committee’s

SUMMEr Film Series
Thursdays

Hampton Town Hall Lower Level    7:30 PM
All Films will be Preceded by a 24 minute episode from the original television series "The

Twilight Zone" (1959-1964) or other Short Film
Free Admission and Popcorn (Donations Gratefully Accepted)

July 28 “Fuel”
Eleven years in the making, FUEL is the in-depth personal journey of filmmaker and eco-evangelist Josh Tickell, who
takes us on a hip, fast-paced road trip into America’s dependence on foreign oil. Combining a history lesson of the US
auto and petroleum industries and interviews with a wide range of policy makers, educators, and activists such as
Woody Harrelson, Sheryl Crow, Neil Young and Willie Nelson. Animated by powerful graphics, FUEL looks into our
future offering hope via a wide-range of renewable energy and bio-fuels. Winner of the Sundance Audience Award.
112 minutes.

Twilight Zone episode “The Midnight Sun” will precede film dealing with science fiction climate change.

Aug 11  “Working the Land”
Working the Land tells the compelling story of Connecticut agriculture – from its earliest history to its present-day
diversity. Connecticut’s rich agricultural tradition dates to its earliest settlement. From the first days of small
subsistence farming through its development into an economic mainstay, Connecticut farmers and the farming way of
life helped build the state, give sustenance to millions, and provide state residents with a special sense of place. The
program also explores trends affecting farming in the state and the public policy that shapes its future. Along the way,
we visit many picturesque state farms and meet the farmers who work the land and waters of Connecticut.
Acclaimed actor Sam Waterston narrates the documentary. 88 minutes.

Aug 25 “Solar Energy: Saved by the Sun”
In the face of steeply rising oil prices and political turmoil in the Middle East, there is new urgency in finding a
solution to our uncertain energy future. Breakthroughs in new materials and ingenious designs for solar collectors are
transforming the technology into a vastly cheaper, more efficient alternative. NOVA presents the latest thinking from
solar enthusiasts and skeptics as it investigates cutting-edge research developments. The film introduces viewers to the
scientists and businesspeople who are racing to make solar power practical—for lighting, heating, and running power
plants. 56 minutes.
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Sept 1 “The Age of Stupid” & “The Story of Stuff”
The Age of Stupid - This ambitious documentary/drama/animation hybrid stars Pete Postlethwaite as an
archivist in the devastated world of the future, asking the question: "Why didn't we stop climate change when
we still had the chance?" He looks back on footage of real people around the world in the years leading up to
2015 before runaway climate change took place. 50 min.

The Story of Stuff- In just 20 minutes, this little film lays out the problems in our consumption of “stuff” and
shows how everything is linked: environmental problems with social justice issues with declining happiness
With over 12 million on-line views, The Story of Stuff is one of the most widely viewed environmental-
themed short films of all time.

Hampton encourages you to choose the Clean Energy Option

*Earn FREE Solar Panels for Hampton *Reduce Pollution
*Use Local Energy Resources *Join 23,335 Connecticut Households
*Create Local Jobs      Currently Buying Renewable Energy

Enroll TODAY by calling 1-877-457-2306 or visit www.sterlingplanet.com/ct.html
The town can sign you up if you provide the following information, and then place this form in drop off box at town hall

Name on Electric Account: _____________________________________ ________________ Customer code: __ __ __ __

Billing Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________

Electric bill account # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _     Phone #: ____________________ Email: __________________________________

Yes, I want to help Hampton earn free solar panels by signing up to support clean energy. I know that by enrolling I will have a renewable
energy premium of $.0119 per kwh added to my monthly bill, and I will remain a CL&P customer, which will continue to provide customer
service & emergency response.

Your Signature: __________________________________________________________




